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MEANING AND IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION

1·0 Objective :
At the end of the unit, you will be able to
 define communication
 explain the purpose and function of communication
 identify the importance of communication.
 know the functions of Business Communication

1·1 Introduction :
The importance of communication in an organisation cannot be over emphasised. It

is critical to the success of any organisation and all the more so to a business organisation.
Imagine what the implications could be if you did not understand what was being discussed
in your office, at meetings, at lunch tables. Imagine the implications your if collegues did
not understand your views or could not articulate their own. Communication has a very
significant impact effectiveness of the whole organisation.

Communication is derived from the Latin word ‘communis’ which means “to share’,
that is sharing of ideas, concepts, feelings and emotions. It is through communication that
the information, ideas, attitudes or emotions get to be conveyed from one person to another,
from one person to a group and vice versa, from one group to another, either in a face to
face situation or online. This is the adhesive which holds an organisation as a composite
unit. Communication also serves the purpose of effecting change, modifying behaviour,
make information productive and achieve goals. Dalton Mcfarland defines communication
as “The process of meaningful interaction among human beings.” More specifically it is
the process by which meanings are perceived and understanding are reached among
individuals and groups.

(Lesson Structure)
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1·2 Function of Communication :
You may ask as to what does communication actually do ?
Chester I. Barnard studies the communication process in organisations. He held the

view that “Communication linked people together in an organisation to achieve a common
purpose”. In other words communication aims to make people work together for the
common good of the organisation.

A good example of this is TV advertisements. For instance we are all aware about
the brands Pepsi and Coca Cola. But the manufactures of these cold drinks continue to
bring about new TV advertisements. They do this to influence change in behaviour patterns
of consumers of those two brands and to make them change their preferences.

We can apply this definition to all communication situations. In to day's dynamic
environment, information is the life blood of business. Information based systems such as
MIS (Management Information System), DSS (Decision Support System) and SIS (strategic
Information System) all rest on communication. It is the framework of management.
Powerful concepts in management such as participation, empowerment and involvement
revolve around communication. It links people together to strengthen relationship.
Effective communication skills is a key requirement for a good manager. This is the reason
Sir John Harvey Jones calls it the single most essential skill. A manager spends the major
share of his workings hours in communication at various levels.

1.  TO INFORM 2. TO PERSUADE 3. TO PROMOTE      GOOD WILL 

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION WITHSUPERIORS CO-WORKERS SUB-ORDINATES





EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION WITH CUSTOMERS SUPPLIERS GOVERNMENT PUBLIC








Functions of Business Communication
1·3 Importance of Communication :

The factors responsible for the growing importance of effective communication in
the business environment are–

(i) Growth in size and multiple locations of organisations : Most organisations
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today are spread out across geographical areas and are multi cultural and often multi
lingual in nature. Keeping in touch with the different units, sending across directions and
getting feedback will be possible only when communication lines are kept working
effectively.

(ii) Growth of Trade Unions : Over the last so may decades trade unions have
become entrenched at the organisational level. The management needs to communicate
effectively with the trade unions regularly in order to enlist their support which can be
done only through effective communication.

(iii) Importance of Human Interface : Workers in an organisation are its tangible
assets with hopes and aspirations. Management has to recognize them above all as sensitive
human beings and work, towards a spirit of intergration with them. Modern management
is deeply influenced by exciting discoveries in behavioural sciences like Psychology,
Sociology, Transaction Analysis etc. All of them throw light on subtle aspects of human
nature and help indeveloping a postive attitude towards life and building up meaningful
relations. And this as possible only through communication.

(iv) Public Relations : Every organisation has a social responsiblity especially
toward the customers, government, suppliers and the public at large. Communication with
them is the only way an organisation can project a positive image of itself.

(v) Technological Advances : Technological advances affect not only the method
of work but also the composition of groups. In such a situation proper communication at
different levels of the organisation is very important.
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Benefits of Internal Communication : Within an organisation effective
communication works towards, establishing the goals of an organisation, dissemination
of information, evolving plans for their achievement, organising human and other resources
in an efficient way, selecting, developing and appraising members of the organisation,
leading, motivating and encouraging people and controlling performance.

Benefits External Communication : External communication relates an organisation
to the environment outside. No enterprise can thrive in a vacuum. It has to be aware of the
needs of the customers, the availability of raw materials with suppliers, the government
regulations and the concerns of community. Only through effective communication can
an organisation become an open system interacting with its environment.
1·4 Let Us Sum Up :

We have seen that communication is a natural activity in any society. Effective
communication is extremely important in any business organisation because it brings
about changes and leads to action. It is a process which can be explained with the help of
models.

There are several benefits of internal and external communication there are also
social factors which are responsible for developing forceful and effective communcation
skills.
1·5 Exercise :

1. Define communication and highlight its importance.
2. What are the factors responsible for the growing importance of communication ?
3. What are the benefits of internal communication in an organisation ?
4. What are benefits of external communication for an organisation ?




